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Get ready for a major shift in social media marketing over the next year. Facebook’s
unwavering focus on expanding the capabilities of its Messenger platform stands to
categorically change the way businesses interact with consumers, bringing real-time
engagement and e-commerce together in one app.
But with any change of the tide, there are usually good tailwinds that carry it along.
And Facebook has historically been ahead of the curve with changing the way we stay
connected. So what’s going on now that’s causing the shift toward business integration
within Messenger?

1. All eyes are on mobile
It’s the new normal for marketers which means that if content isn’t made for a
mobile screen or the UX is difficult to navigate, it generally fails—just check out the
rapid year-over-year growth of mobile usage.
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2. Facebook really knows its users
Facebook has arguably the most sophisticated data
sets on its user base of any platform on the planet.
Data that has been amassed over years from both
volunteered information (like what’s on a user’s profile)
and usage information (from likes, check-ins, 3rd party
app sign-ins and such). With its unbelievable amount
of user data, Facebook probably knows you’re getting
engaged before you do!

3. So many apps, so few users
The app market has become incredibly saturated. With over 1.5 million apps
available, consumers are swimming in a variety of ways to snap, connect, chat,
play, pay and post. But here’s the harsh reality: We all use just a handful of apps
consistently… and Facebook is a dominant one.
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4. Constant cascade of content
Facebook was once viewed as a free marketing channel between brands and their
fans—but that has irrevocably changed. Facebook’s basic algorithm is built to
choose what an individual most likely to wants to see. And as more content comes
spilling onto its user’s feed, there is natural selection… meaning brands craving
more exposure have to pay to play on social platforms. Just take a look at any
major brand’s Twitter or Instagram accounts—most non-promoted posts garner
little to no engagement.

What all of this
means for brands
With social channels not as “social” as they once were, Messenger could easily become a onestop shop for consumers - an everyday utility that pulls commerce directly into the equation.
Instead of downloading 27 different apps and only using a few, Messenger is on its way
to being the one app we use 27 different ways… and it’s already started. Messenger’s
e-commerce integration already allows you to:
•
•
•

Request a ride with Uber
Order from Zulily and Everlane
Make person-to-person payments

This is just the beginning.
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A not-too-distant future may look something like this:

Say you like your friend’s shirt that
they bought it at Target. You snap and
send a pic of the shirt to Target
through Messenger.

Target replies they have it in your size
and suggest an up-sell of socks to go
with your new shirt.

Your order is then paid for and tracked
all within Messenger. No downloading
another App, dealing with emails, or
tracking sites.

Facebook has become a great vehicle for brand exposure with its effective tools for
marketers (although admittedly spotty for driving direct sales and conversions). But
compared to traditional mediums, Facebook’s targeting and reach both on- and
off-platform are impressive and highly measurable. Messenger stands to be that bridge
for brands to more directly monetize and attribute sales to a platform that already
boasts 700 million active users.
In a continually crowded digital ecosystem, users are seeking simplification and
centralization. Not unlike how Facebook Login became an essential tool for users to
login to apps, games and other websites, Messenger is poised to become that one
platform that serves as a gateway to the connected world. And it’s already begun.
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